Revision Study
Skills Year 11

Agenda


Exam myths



Getting Organised



Having a go



Well Being

What are exams?

No – they are
designed to
test your
knowledge,
not your
memory!

A form of torture
developed
by the
staff?

Or…where you
show the links
between that lesson

That piece of
coursework and
ALL those books
you were supposed
to read!

Exam myths …

1

Exams are just for
people with good
memories…..
You can improve your
memory
You can apply what you
have learned
Look at past papers to
prepare – and practice
timing yourself!


Exam myths…

2
Exams are designed to catch
you out! They will just make
me feel like a fool!
Because exams are trying to get
you to apply your knowledge in
new situations, it can feel like
this
Do Not give up! There are lots
of things to help
TIP: look at past exam papers

And …
It’s all right if you can
write really fast…

In reality, examiners are
looking for quality, not
quantity
Examiners don’t want you
to write all the things you
know about a topic – they
want you to answer the
question by applying your
knowledge

3

4

is….
How can you learn twelve
weeks work in two weeks?
Contrary to popular belief,
revision doesn’t start just
before exams – that’s when
people can panic!
Learn by thinking about,
using and remembering
what we learned over a
whole course……

5

is……


'Examiners are just
trying to trip you up'

The paper you sit has been worked on
for over a year and a half to make sure
it’s clear, not too simple or too difficult
and that it covers a range of the
specification. Several people – often
teachers – draft the paper, then there
are checks from subject and assessment
experts.
Once you’ve sat the paper your script
goes to an examiner, who is usually a
teacher of the subject. They all use the
same mark scheme which they’ve been
trained to apply in the same way. All
markers are encouraged to be positive
and reward students wherever they
can. Samples of their marking go to
senior examiners and if it’s too
generous, mean or just plain
inconsistent they’ll be taken off the
job.

Number 6…….
'I don't need a timetable;
I'll just revise whenever I
can'
Wrong. Revision shouldn’t be left
to chance – your exams are just
too important. Not planning means
there’s a danger that you’ll run
out of time, panic and miss
important topics.

Having a basic timetable in place
will help you keep track of your
revision and stay motivated. It’s
the best way of avoiding that blind
panic one week before your exam.

And finally, myth … 7
If I fail then the whole
thing will have been a
waste of time…..
Nobody likes to fail an
exam, and nothing here
can take the sting
away…but you can learn
from mistakes you make
in the exam, correct them
and pass next time!

Getting Organised

Consolidation – when your brain takes the information
you have learned and makes a medium term imprint
when you are doing something else. This makes you
able to recall the information.

Application – when you apply the info you have learned.
This is the only way you can help your brain with
consolidation through revision. We will look at practical
ways to apply learning today.
Time Management – The idea of having control over how
we best use our time, making decisions in advance to use
our time most effectively.
Procrastinating – Putting things off, delaying or
postponing something we need to do.
Active revision – creating revision materials, testing
ourselves, making mind maps, doing practice papers –
actively learning and relearning.
Passive Revision – Watching documentaries, reading
without testing, listening to someone speak about a
subject.

How can we improve our revision techniques?
Watch the clip and answer the questions at your challenge level.
.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDKQxi0_Ogc
Why is last minute cramming a bad technique?
Which is better for recall, revision in the day and early night or
an all-nighter with coffee and books?
What else is a waste of time? Why?
How can you ‘do something’ with the information. Why do you need
to do this?
Why is taking appropriately lengthened breaks so important?
How is excellent revision like playing a computer game?
How can your brain ‘trick’ you into thinking last minute cramming
has worked?
What is ‘consolidation’ and when does this happen?

When do you know when you
know something?

When

you
don’t have to
think about
it!

Y11 Revision Session
Find somewhere to revise that you won’t be disturbed and where it is easy to work.
Never revise for long periods of time without a break. 20-40 minutes per topic at a time
with a break in-between is ideal

Planning your revision
Work out how much time you have to revise and divide the topics you have to revise up
between the number of days you have left.
Draw the plan - one week per A4 sheet of paper.
On the plan enter the fixed events which you have to attend: e.g. birthday party, Youth
Club, Saturday job etc.
Divide the remaining time into morning, afternoon, and evening sessions of about 3 hours
each, e.g. 9-12 a.m.; 2-4 p.m.; 7-9 p.m.

On separate pieces of paper take each of your subjects and make a list of all the topics for
each one.
On another piece of paper re-list the topics in order of difficulty - most difficult at the
top.
On the plan enter 3 topics for each session, one from each subject, most difficult first.

Memory is about repetition – covering things once is not enough

My revision Timetable
Day
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Saturday
Sunday

Lunch

After School (in
After School
Evening Plan
School event) Revision at home
English –A block Free
1x30min - Science
1x30min –
Geography
Business –
Free
1x30min - English
1x30min –
Geography
Geography –
Science
1x30min - Science
1x30min – Maths
Construction
Free
1x30min - Science
1x30min – English
Maths
Free
1x30min - Maths
1x30min –
Geography
Finish homework
CHILL time
Finish homework
CHILL time

Y11 Revision-Command words


So often time and marks are wasted by not reading a question correctly or by ‘waffling’, it is important that you
recognize and understand the command words within the question before you attempt it to maximize your marks:
Describe

To provide a detailed account of a topic and give reasons for it

Explain/Give Reason For/Account
For

To give a clear account of your knowledge and understanding, or give reasons for why
something is so

Compare

To show how two, or more, things are different or similar

Analyse
Clarify

To identify important features of a subject and separate it into parts and examine how they
relate to one another
To give reasons for

Consider

To examine all the negative aspects of a topic

Criticise

To examine all the positive and negative aspects of a topic

Demonstrate

To examine and give evidence to support an argument

Discuss

To examine by giving positive and negatives

Evaluate
Explore

To discuss the worth, importance or usefulness of something by giving evidence to support
your view
To follow the development of something systematically from its origin

Illustrate

To provide the main points, showing the main structure rather than great detail

Interpret

To make compatible that which appears to be in conflict

Justify
Outline

To give evidence which supports an argument or idea. Show why decisions or arguments were
made considering objections others may make
To provide a detailed description with examples

State

To express briefly and clearly

Summarise

To give a concise account of the main points omitting detail

Suggest

To expand your knowledge and understanding to a topic you are not necessarily expected to
know well and to transfer other knowledge to give a sensible account

List

To gather information from a map or graph

Complete/Finish

To add information to a map or graph – Consider scale and using the right shading

Get ‘into’ command words


Are you able to recognise command
words and what they are asking you
to do?



Have a partner read a command
word to you and try to explain what
that command word asks you to do?



When you can do this, use your
revision materials and try to spot the
command words.

How do you
revise?
Some useful ideas

Do you have a good memory
Usually – people think, NO!
But – there is a difference
between short- and long- term
memory…
Students need to build long
term memories

Short & long term memory
Short:


SMALL: 5-9 pieces of information



Brief stay (little persistence)



Immediate input – it goes in or not



Immediate access – it’s there or not



NOT useful for students …

Short & long term memory
Long:


HUGE! Infinite number of memories



Persistent – memories last & last



Input is relatively slow – it takes time to build memories



Access – depends on input – how you put it in is how you
get it out … SO:

What type of memory
do you have?
Visual – reduce a topic
to a key word pattern
with colour & cartoons
 Aural – reduce the key
words onto your own
tape and learn (singing
along if you must…)
 “Feel” based memory –
make learning maps,
move around as you
recite or act out key
points


Strange but true…
Use Buzan’s revision cycle

After a study session, reduce your notes to key
words (10 mins)
 A day later write out those key words from
memory, refer to the actual notes and fill in the
gaps (2 mins)
 A week later, write the notes out from memory &
plug gaps again (2mins)
 A month later repeat this (2mins)
 Six months later repeat again (2 mins)


Use it or lose it

So- how to pass exams….

SQP4

Survey
Question
Predict
Plan
Prepare
And
Practice!

Which means…
Survey: past papers – know exam format, length,
question style and topics
 Question: what do I need to so and learn to pass
this course (well!)
 Predict: topics that I will answer questions upon
 Plan: revision strategy & materials – make sure you
see it, hear it, say it & do it
 Prepare: subject pattern notes; cue cards;
mnemonics; revision games & tapes
 Practise: timed brainstorming & timed writing
Tips: Test yourself and your friends; think of it like
a driving test..


Y11Revision-Memory Techniques
There are a number of memory techniques which may help you to develop a more effective memory. However, before you set out remembering
everything in sight, it is important to CONDENCE what you need to learn. CONDENCING your work and identifying KEY WORDS are the first
step to committing it to memory
Depending on the subject you are studying, these might be:
NAMES

PLACES

DATES

FACTS/FIGURES

SEQUENCES

When you have identified the keywords, underline them or mark them with a highlighter. It is a good idea to use several pens of different
colours. You could even develop a system that uses different colours for different information

RED
GREEN
BLUE
YELLOW
ORANGE

PEOPLE
PLACES
FACTS & FIGURES
QUOTATIONS
DATES

Spend about 10 – 15 minutes learning your list of keywords until you are confident you can recite the list (Also that you know what each word
means!!!)
Then, in the weeks leading up to your exam, spend about 5 minutes on 2 or 3 occasions to check through the list again. Nearer to the exam,
check how well you have remembered the keywords. You should find it easy to recall the list again with only a few minutes revision

Y11 Revision- Pick a subject!


List 5 key words from that
subject.



Highlight the key words
using different colours.



Try to remember the 5 key
words and their meanings?



Can you recite these word
and their meanings to a
partner?

Example!
1. Muscle
2. Fibre
3. Anaerobic
4. Aerobic
5. Adenosine
triphosphate

Memory Chains
The key to your memory is imagination. When you watch television, you expect to see a programme that captures your imagination.
Unfortunately the things you need to remember for your exams don’t tend to possess the contents of a Hollywood blockbuster!!!
Image chains are an imaginative way to remember a list of random words by linking them to a story. The trick is to be imaginative and creative
– the more so the better
Use positive, pleasant images. The brain often blocks out
important parts of the image. Use humour. Funny or peculiar
things are also easier to recall

unpleasant ones. Exaggerate the size of the
things are easier to remember. Rude

Symbols can be used. Bright, colourful images are easier to
the senses in your story by using sounds, smells, tastes,
as pictures

remember than dull ones. Try to use all
touch movements and feelings as well

Example:

Spice

Potato Dance Window

Plant

Finger

Bin

Wet

Purple

Log

One day a spicy purple potato was dancing on a log but it was wet because it had been raining and so he fell off and knocked the plant off the
window with his finger and it fell in the bin
Your turn…
Tree

House

Dog

Pencil

Cheese

Y11 Revision- Pick a subject!


List 5 key words from that
subject.



Using the 5 key words try making
a sentence to remember from
them.



Read and re-read the sentence
until you can quote it by heart!

Memory Revision
Activity 1. Teacher reads text.
Pupils look to draw a picture
representation of the text.
Activity 2. Pupils use their ‘story board’
to recite as much of the text as possible.

Activity 3. Pupils use this style of
remembering to make a story board for
an area they are revising.
Activity 4. Pupils again recite their
boards to others in order to consolidate,
recall and share information with others.

Dolphins!


Dolphins are very intelligent and they seem to be well loved
by humans. This aquatic mammal has been able to fascinate
us in a variety of ways. They are curious, form strong bonds
within their pod, and they have been known to help humans
in a variety of circumstances including rescues and with
fishing.



There are 43 different species of dolphins that have been
recognized. 38 of them are marine dolphins which are those
that we are the most aware of and 5 of them are river
dolphins. It can be very interesting to look at each of these
species uniquely versus dolphins as a whole.



They are very entertaining due to the leaps that they make
out of the water. Some of them leap up to 30 feet in the air
as they do so. They have to come to the surface at different
intervals to get air. This can be from 20 seconds to 30
minutes between when they get air. The body of the dolphin
is grayish blue and the skin is very sensitive to human touch
and to other elements that could be in the water.

Flash CardsMemory
Improvement

What are flashcards?


Flashcards are cards that include
key information about things that
you need to learn.



They are written in short, sharp
code and in a style that will help
you to remember!



It is a prompt to spark your
ability to recite lots of
information.

Let’s get started!


Take a piece of information that you need to
remember.



Read through it and pick out the key terms within
this information.



Now add a heading to your flashcard and note down
the key terms in a style that will help you remember
them.



Around the key terms place small prompt words
related to them.

Well Being

What is stress?
•

Stress is one of the body’s natural responses
to something that is threatening or
frightening.

•

It is something that we all experience from
time to time.

•

Stress is not necessarily harmful: mild forms
can motivate and energise you.

•

However, if your stress level is too high then
it can cause difficulties, including hindering
your ability to prepare for and perform
during your exams.

How do people deal with
stress?


For many of us with hectic, stressful lives,
relaxation means zoning out in front of the
TV at the end of the day or snatching some
extra sleep at the weekend. Unfortunately,
this does little to help reduce the damaging
effects of stress on the mind and body.

Six strategies for dealing with stress
•

Unfortunately there is no magic wand that will
remove the impact of stress on your life.
Controlling stress is an active process which
means that you will have to take steps to limit
its impact.

Step One: Be careful about
what you eat and drink

Step Two: Get enough sleep

Step Three: Take regular
exercise

Step Four: Control your
breathing

Step Five: Make time for fun

Step Six: Improve your study
skills
Get organised for
learning!

Read through your notes; use a
mind map to write out what you
have remembered; return to
your notes and highlight all the
forgotten facts! You could then
add these facts to the mind
map. Try this before your next
test.

Planning will reduce stress


Where does your time go?

- 168 hours in the week – use them wisely


Allocate time for essential tasks



Schedule in time for studying – including breaks



Schedule time for YOU e.g. relaxation, social, exercise



Be aware of procrastination...

REMEMBER
“Procrastination is the thief of time”

Think smart – be positive
Fear is normal – it does
not mean give up and
go home!


I can handle it



I am prepared



I am looking forward to
my exams



I am responsible for my
learning….

